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Typical timeshares are real estate products and they are normally regulated by related State real estate timeshare statutes that 
require the delivery of an offering statement or similar document and related information to buyers before a sale is final. A 
Train’Share is a personal property product and is not normally governed by such regulations. However, the Developer 
voluntarily provides this equivalent ‘Offering Statement’ and related information following a format for real estate timeshares. At 
such time as the Developer becomes aware that a specific format and/or other similar documentation is required for the sale of 
Train’Shares in any State or other jurisdiction the Developer will comply accordingly.  

 

This Offering Statement contains important matters to be considered in acquiring a Train’Share interest. The contents 
are only summary in nature. A prospective purchaser should consider all references, accompanying exhibits hereto, 
contract documents, and sales materials. You should not rely upon oral representations as being correct. Refer to 
this document and accompanying exhibits for correct representations. The Developer and its selling agents refrain 
from making any representations other than those contained in the Train’Share Purchase Agreement, related referred 
to documents and this Offering Statement. 
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I.     DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

All terms contained in this Offering Statement shall have the meanings ascribed to them by the Declaration. Where reference is made to Article II of the Declaration, 
the referenced item is included therein and should be located by searching alphabetically. Meanings of some primary terms follow: 

1. Additional Cars shall mean additional Cars that are added to the already available Cars from time to time, at the option of the Developer or Association, 
thereby increasing the total number of Cars, Rooms and Train’Shares if Additional Cars have Rooms. 

2. Alternative Cars shall mean a Car that the Developer and/or Association acquires to replace an existing or anticipated Car. Because different Cars may 
become available under preferred terms and conditions, or because they may provide economic, operating or other benefits, the Developer and/or Association have the 
right, at their sole discretion, to replace a Car with an Alternative Car if actual or expected Owner services, costs and benefits are not diminished. 

3. Amtrak shall mean the United States National Railroad Passenger Corporation.            

4. Assigned Room Category, as described in the Purchase Agreement, shall mean the specific Room category as set forth in the Purchase Agreement. 

5. Association shall mean Train’Share Owners Association, Inc., a not-for-profit corporation, with rights to and responsibility for operation and management of 
Cars and a Reservation System, through an independent Managing Agent. The Developer may have an interest in or control the Managing Agent. All Owners automatically 
become a Member of the Association upon the acquisition of a Train’Share. The Developer, for purposes of all unsold Train’Shares is a Member of the Association. 

6. Board shall be the Board of Directors of the Association. The Board shall be responsible for and have full authority to perform the responsibilities and 
obligations of the Association as set forth in this Declaration, Bylaws and other Governing Instruments. 

7. Budget shall mean an Estimated Operating Budget for expected management and operating costs and expenses and the subsequent calculation of Journey 
Use Fees, to be prepared by the Association for each Fiscal Year by the 30th day of October for the forthcoming Fiscal Year. A Budget may be revised during and for the 
remainder of the applicable Fiscal Year to reflect reasonable unexpected increased or decreased expenses or costs. 

8. Bylaws shall mean the Bylaws of the Association attached hereto as Exhibit “2” and as they may be amended from time to time. 

9. Car(s) shall mean any and all Private and other Train’Share rail Cars as described in Exhibit “A” to the Declaration. To better provide Journey by Rail 
service, improve operating economics, increase the number or change the type of Rooms available for sale as Train'Shares, comply with mechanical requirements, deal 
with operating limitations, make adjustments based on the availability of Cars, and to further enhance the characteristics of Journey by Rails, Additional Cars may be 
acquired and expected or existing Cars may be replaced by Alternative Cars from time to time, on a permanent or temporary basis at the discretion of the Developer and/or 
Association. Alternative Cars must offer characteristics and service equal or better than former Cars and at no time will the available number of Rooms or Cars be lower 
than the number sold as Train'Shares. 

10. Car Use Rights Agreement shall mean that certain agreement(s) between the Association, Developer and Car Owners or other authorized parties describing 
the Association’s rights and obligations with respect to the use of Cars that may not be fully owned by the Association, if any. 

11. Closing Costs shall mean an amount which the Developer is authorized to establish that is paid by Train’Share buyers into a Purchase or escrow Account at 
the time a Purchase Agreement is signed to cover costs associated with closing a Train’Share sale, Deed issuance, ownership registration, contract finalization, sales 
taxes (if any), and other related administrative and management matters. Distribution of Closing Cost funds shall be governed by the same procedures applied to Purchase 
Price payments for the purchase of Train’Shares. Closing Cost payments are deemed earned when paid and are not refundable for any reason. 

20. Conversion Date shall mean the date on which 90% of all currently sold and available Train’Shares have been sold by the Developer. 

21. Declaration shall mean the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Ownership of Train’Shares, as it may lawfully be amended from time 
to time, pursuant to the provisions hereof. 

22. Deed Date shall mean the date on which the original buyer of a Train’Share is registered as an Owner in the Association Registry, as provided for in the 
Purchase Agreement which shall be the date on which the Deed is recorded in the Registry or 14 days after the Closing Date, whichever occurs first. 

23. Designated Time Period shall mean a Time Period consisting of seven or fewer Journey Nights as set forth in each Owner’s Purchase Agreement, during 
which time such Owner has the right to take Journey by Rails.  

24. Developer shall mean America’s Trains Inc., its successors and assigns. 

25. Early Use shall mean a Journey by Rail for a future year that is used at an earlier time, in advance of such year. Early Use Journey by Rails are selected 
from the Space Available List. Journey Use Fees for such Journey by Rails must be paid by the time an Early Use Reservation is made or as otherwise provided for in this 
Declaration.  

26. Exchange Company shall mean a company (or companies) that provide an Exchange Program and may be exclusively in the timeshare business, a 
timeshare organization, vacation club, or equivalent entity. 

27. Exchange Program, also referred to as the External Exchange Program, shall mean an independent service provided by one or more designated Exchange 
Company(ies) as may, or may not, be arranged for by the Association allowing Owners to exchange Train’Shares for land based timeshare, cruise and other vacations, or 
for other accommodations, goods or services (if available) at the option of Owners. An Exchange Program may provide for the direct exchange of a predetermined number 
of exchange points to Exchange Program use rights, or otherwise provide a means to facilitate exchanges. Owners are solely responsible for all matters related to their 
association with or participation in an Exchange Program and for payment of all membership fees and costs to the external Exchange Company. 

28. Exchange User is a person acquiring and using a Journey by Rail, other than the Owner, coming from an external Exchange Program. 

29.     Extended Term shall mean, upon the mutual agreement of Owner and Developer for a fee to be paid by Owner to the Developer, the conversion of an Initial 
Term to a Perpetual Term of Train’Share ownership that starts at the end of the last day of the Initial Term and continues for the life of a Train Set or Car, or alternative 
replacement Cars as the Association may determine. 

30. Fees shall mean, but is not limited to, Journey Use Fees and other fees that may be charged to Owners as the Association determined from time to time.  

31. Fuel Surcharge, if any, is an amount charged as a part of the Journey Use Fee to pay for direct fuel costs and fuel related service charge increases that are 
in excess of amounts included in a current Budget because of unexpectedly high costs of fuel and petroleum products, including but not limited to, higher costs charged by 
Amtrak, VIA Rail or other railroads for engines (locomotives) to pull Cars and/or for fuel and oil products used for Car maintenance and in Car electrical generators. A Fuel 
Surcharge shall be for the period of time that costs remain higher than anticipated or until a new Fiscal Year Budget reflects higher continuing related expenses, in an 
amount determined at the sole discretion of and by the Board. The Association may waive Fuel Surcharges if alternative methods of offsetting related costs exist. 

32. Governing Instruments shall mean this Declaration, the Association Bylaws, the Purchase Agreement and Rules for all Train’Shares and Cars together with 
all exhibits attached thereto and all other documents expressly incorporated therein by reference, as the same may be amended from time to time. 

33. Guest Fee shall mean the per person fee paid by Owners for Passengers in excess of the number of Passengers stated in an Owner ’s Train’Share 
Purchase Agreement. Guest Fee amounts are described in the Rules and shall be determined by the Association from time to time. 

34. ID Number, also Train’Share Number, shall be a number that may be assigned to each Train’Share for reference and identification purposes. 

35. Individual Journey shall mean a single Journey by Rail vacation. 
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36. Initial Term shall mean the period of time that starts on the Deed Date and ends when an Owner completes 10 Standard Journey by Rails or at 11:59 PM on 
the 7th day following the same day and month of and in the 10th year after the Deed Date, whichever occurs first.  

37. Inventory, is an available bedroom and related common areas on Cars that can be occupied and used during a weekly Time Period.  

38. Journey Fees shall mean amounts not included in and that are added to Journey Use Fees to pay above average, additional costs and expenses incurred 
during some Journeys for seasonal, special, different, more costly services that may automatically occur or that may be applicable to a specific Car and/or as requested by 
individual Passengers. Journey Fees may occur more frequently for Private Car Journeys. 

39. Journey Night, also referred to as Night, or when used within the appropriate context a night shall mean one night of occupancy on a Car during a Journey 
by Rail that occurs over two days. A Journey Night includes the afternoon of the first and the morning of the following day. 

40. Journey by Rail, also Journey, shall mean a rail vacation by Train’Share Owners or other passengers on a Train Set or Private Car. A Journey may include 
three Journey Nights or more depending on the number of consecutive Journey Nights included in a Designated Time Period(s).  

41. Journey Use Fees are assessments to all Owners for each Fiscal year sufficient to pay each Owner’s pro rata share of total Association and Car 
management and operating expenses and costs [See Part III, 1 b. of this Offering Statement]. Each Owner owes and shall pay an Annual Journey Use Fee; except that, 
the Journey Use Fee is not owed if an Owner or the Owner’s Permitted User does not use and the Owner assigns an annual Journey to the Association. 

42. Owner shall mean the buyer and subsequent owner of a Train’Share as named in a Deed of Train’Share Ownership or a successor-in-interest to such 
Owner, and the Developer in regard to unsold Train’Shares. 

43. Passenger shall mean any Owner, Permitted User, Individual Journey Passenger, or Exchange User on board a Train Set or Car during a Journey by Rail. 

44. Permitted User is any person, excluding Exchange Users and Individual Journey Passengers, occupying Train’Share Rooms with the permission of an 
Owner pursuant to Governing Instruments, including members of an Owner's family or other invitees. 

45. Personal Charges shall mean any and all expenses arising because of or from a request, act or omission of an Owner, Permitted User or Exchange User 
that are not reimbursed from insurance proceeds. In regard to Personal Charges, an act or negligence of a Permitted User is deemed to be an act or negligence by the 
Owner who allows such Permitted User to use any portion of Cars. Personal Charges include, but are not limited to: 

(a) Any expense to repair damage to or replace Cars or common areas, Restricted Areas, Rooms, furnishings and equipment, or portions thereof. 
(b) Any cost to satisfy an expense to any other Owner or Owners or to the Association due to any intentional or negligent act or omission when using or 

occupying Cars. 
(c) Any expense for special services or supplies attributable to the use or occupancy of Cars that are not paid from Journey Use Fees. 
(d) Any cost resulting from the breach of any provision of this Declaration, the Bylaws, Rules or Purchase Agreement. 
(e) Any expense for the purchase, rental or use of goods or services while using or occupying Cars, including, but not limited to, sundry service fees, 

beverages, gifts, clothing, land tours, use of recreational equipment, telephone calls, gratuities (not mandatory), and any other individual and personal 
expenses. 

(f) The cost of optional tours, excursion and off Car activities. 
(g) Transient travel, boarding, immigration, and customs taxes not included in and paid from Journey Use Fees. 
(h) Sundry Fees for various optional or requested goods and services [Part III, section 7. b. of this offering Statement]. 
(i) Guest Fees.  
(j) Reservation Fees. 
(k) Service Fees. 
(l) Sundry fees as described in the then current Rules. 

58. Plan shall mean the Train’Share Plan in which Train’Shares and related rights to a designated number of Journey by Rails are conveyed for a number of 
years, but not necessarily for consecutive years, until the termination of the Plan and this Declaration. 

59. Pre-op Sale(s) and Pre Sale(s) shall mean the sale of a Train’Share having a closing date before related Cars are available for occupancy pursuant to the 
Developer’s business plan and strategy (“Strategy”) regarding avoidance of surplus Car inventory/capacity [See Part III, 5 b. of this Offering Statement].  

60. Private Car shall mean a Car that can operate as a self sufficient single Car, not necessarily as part of a Train Set. A Private Car provides Rooms plus 
dining, lounge and other facilities required by Passengers. 

61. Purchase Agreement shall mean the agreement executed by the Developer and an Owner by which an Owner purchases a Train’Share. 

62. Purchase Price shall mean the total price paid by a buyer for the purchase of a Train’Share for an Initial Term, an Initial Term that is converted to a 
Perpetual Term, or for a Perpetual Term, as set forth in the Purchase Agreement. 

63. Reservation is the act of requesting and receiving a confirmation for a Journey by Rail during a specified Time Period in a specified Room for use by an 
Owner, Permitted User, Exchange User or Individual Journey Passenger. Train’Share buyers do not have to compete with each other for Journey dates because they have 
irrevocable rights to their Designated Time Period, along with a right to use any other available Time Period. 

64. Reservation System shall mean a system and procedure used by Owners and other Passengers to make a Reservation for a Journey by Rail, excluding 
tours, excursions, land accommodations and other special services that Owners can select at their option. This includes a Reservation System operated by the 
Association, and may also include an independent Reservation System operated by an approved outside source. 

65. Room(s) shall mean a bedroom(s) providing sleeping accommodations on a Car, each having a private entrance, including furnishings, private bathroom 
(except some Rooms may have shared facilities), related fixtures, bedding and linens. There are different Room Types. 

66. Rules shall mean the then current rules, terms and conditions related to payment of Fees and the use and occupancy of Cars, including restrictions on and 
regulations that govern reservations, Cars, associated travel matters, and related obligations and rights as may be adopted and/or amended from time to time by the 
Board. Variables arising from Owner requests for altered Journeys, the irregular occurrence of special events to be visited, and other Journey changes that can not be 
foreseen may prevent certain contents of the Rules from being revised to accurately represent all conditions all of the time. In this event the separate Journey Documents 
provided to Passengers will accurately described all current conditions. 

67. Service Fee shall mean a charge for optional, extra and other goods and services rendered to an individual Owner, Permitted User or Exchange User not 
paid from Journey Use Fees. Service Fees are paid as Personal Charges. 

68. Space Available List shall mean a list of Rooms, Cars and Time Periods that any Owner or Permitted User can Reserve based on availability and provisions 
of this Declaration. Reservations are made through the Association Reservation System. Confirmation of reservations for Journey by Rails on the Space Available List may 
not be available until 60 days prior to a Journey by Rail departure date. 

69. Special Assessment shall mean an amount assessed to each Owner, including the Developer for unsold Train’Shares, to pay unexpected amounts not 
otherwise provided for from Journey Use Fees, and otherwise as determined by the Association in accordance with provisions of the Declaration. 

70. Surcharge shall mean Fuel Surcharges, Prime Time Surcharges and such other surcharges as the Association may establish from time to time. 

71. Time Period shall mean a period of time that includes seven Journey Nights. If a buyer purchases more than seven Journey Nights, the buyer will acquire 
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more than one Time Period. Time Periods are for a number of days equal to the number of Journey Nights plus one. Time periods normally start at about 2:00 p.m. on the 
first day and end at about 10:00 a.m. on the last day of the Time Period, although these times are subject to change. Determination and revision of the dates and times of 
day upon which predetermined Time Periods occur is the sole responsibility of and can be revised on a day-to-day basis at the option of the Board. Time Periods shall be 
numbered 1 through 53 (53 weeks occur on an occasional basis) and begin and end on the same day of the week. Time Period 1 normally starts on the first Saturday in 
each calendar year, and Time Period 2 includes the seven immediately following nights. Subsequent additional periods up to and including Time Period 52 (or 53 if a 53rd 
Time Period occurs) are computed in a like manner. Time Period 53 shall remain the property of and be used as the Developer determines unless and until such time as 
the Developer, at its discretion, conveys it to the Association. Time of day references shall mean the local time at the location of Cars.  

72. Train Set shall mean more 2 or more Cars that are attached and travel together, to include Cars offering different kinds of Passenger services such as 
bedroom (“Rooms”), dining, lounges and other facilities making the Train Set self sufficient because it provides all necessary services required by Passengers. 

73. Train’Share shall mean a timeshared annual or biennial right to use recurring annual or biennial all-inclusive Journeys by Rail on a Train Set or individual 
Private Car as described and during the term set forth in a respective Purchase Agreement (“Agreement”), with en-route destination layovers, during a specific designated 
or other available Time Period that includes a stated number of Journey Nights, in an assigned bedroom (Room) category and with shared use of common lounge, dining 
and other on board Car facilities. Train’Shares do not include title in or ownership of Cars, although Owners have rights to Car assets as members of and through the 
Train’Share Owner’s Association. Cars will travel as part of Amtrak or other railroad trains on routes throughout the United States and into Canada. Except as otherwise 
expressly stated in this Declaration, Train’Share Owners must pay annual and other Fees and charges to cover management, operating and personal expenses and costs. 
Owners may also be able to exchange Journeys by Rail for a land vacation(s) or other available leisure services using and pursuant to conditions of an Exchange Program. 
A Train’Share on a Private Car may also be governed by related Car provisions as set forth in the respective Purchase Agreement and Private Car Governing Instruments, 
which take precedence over this Declaration. 
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II.     REQUIRED DISCLOSURES 

There is a lien or lien right against each Train'Share to secure payment of Assessments and other amounts owed for the maintenance, use, operation, 
upkeep and repair of Cars.  A purchaser’s failure to make these payments may result in foreclosure of the lien or termination of their use rights under the Deed 
and Purchase Agreement. [Part III, section 2 of this Offering Statement] 

Owners who fail to make a Reservation, take a Journey by Rail or assign a Journey to the Association, in which case Owners don’t pay Fees, within the 
period of time established by the Association may lose their occupancy rights for that year. [Part III, section 5.a.(1) of this Offering Statement] 

Car facilities may be expanded, changed or added by the Developer without the consent of Train'Share purchasers or the Association. [Part III, section 
5.c. of this Offering Statement] 

There may be inherent risks in purchasing a Train'Share because the accommodations and facilities to be enjoyed by purchasers are located on Cars 
that may travel on international Journeys and at places governed by different jurisdictions. [Part III, section 5.f. of this Offering Statement] 

The Developer has the right to retain control of the Owner’s Association after a majority of Train'Shares has been sold until the Conversion Date. [Part 
III, section 5.h. of this Offering Statement] 

 You have the right to cancel the Purchase Agreement without any penalty or obligation within the number of calendar days stated in Section 2 of the 
Purchase Agreement after signing it and being given access to or receiving the following documents, whichever is later ("Waiting Period"): This Offering 
Statement; the Declaration; Association Bylaws, and the Purchase Agreement. If a buyer decides to cancel the Agreement, the buyer must notify the Developer 
of the intent to cancel in person by telephone at 817 696-1507 or by confirmed delivery email at info@americastrain.com, or by certified mail. Buyer's 
cancellation shall be effective on the date that the Developer first receives a notice of cancellation. Any attempt to obtain a waiver of these cancellation rights 
is void and of no effect. Although all closing documents may be executed in advance, a closing date before the expiration of the Waiting Period is prohibited. 
[Section 2 of the Purchase Agreement] 

Train'Share Owner rights to reserve a Journey by Rail are subject to the Rules, and the requirements for use of a Reservation System as described in 
the Purchase Agreement, Declaration, and otherwise. Purchasers of Train'Shares should refer to these documents for information regarding use of Cars and 
Reservation procedures. [Part III, section 1.a. of this Offering Statement]. 

The purchase of a Train'Share should be based upon the value of Journey by Rail vacation experiences or for spending leisure time, and not considered 
for purposes of acquiring an appreciating investment, or with an expectation that the Train'Share or Journey by Rail may be resold [Part III, section 1.a. of this 
Offering Statement]. Notwithstanding these considerations, the Developer will repurchase a Train’Share pursuant to certain conditions [Part III, section 7.e. of this 
Offering Statement]. 

 

IIA.     ADDITIONAL DEVELOPER DISCLOSURES 

Train’Share purchasers have rights to a refund. [Part III, section 7.e. of this Offering Statement] 

Train'Share purchasers must consent to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Texas [Section 30 of the Purchase Agreement]. 

Owners may be required to pay various amounts for certain optional services and goods while on board and when not on Cars.  [Part III, section 1.b. of 
this Offering Statement] 

For the protection of the Owners’ Association and Owners, jointly and severally, to avoid interference with the timely operation of Cars, to protect the 
integrity of Cars, to avoid disruption of Journey by Rail schedules and Car operations, and in consideration of like waivers from all other Owners, Train’Share 
buyers expressly and irrevocably waive any and all rights, in equity and law, to make a claim of any kind or type against Cars (“Prohibited Claim”). In the event 
that, contrary to the preceding provisions, a buyer and/or a Permitted User authorized by a buyer asserts a Prohibited Claim, they shall be personally 
responsible for all legal and other costs associated with the assertion of such claim, and the party making such claim shall be required to acquire and provide 
a cash bond equal to the value of all sold Train'Shares, which shall be an amount equal to the combined published retail sale price established by the 
Developer for all such Train'Shares. This waiver of rights does not limit a buyer’s right to assert claims against the Developer for misrepresentations or breach 
of any obligations under the Purchase Agreement or other Governing Instruments. [Part III, section 4.b. of this Offering Statement and Section 14 of the Purchase 
Agreement]. 

 The sale, rental, lease or transfer of Train'Shares is not restricted or controlled. [Part III, section 7.d. of this Offering Statement] 

Train Set or Private Cars may be changed and/or substituted by Alternative Cars to allow a Car and/or Journey routes to better provide an economical 
vacation experience that best meets timely interests of Passengers, if anticipated Car are not available for any reason, and otherwise for the intended benefit 
of Owners. [Part III, section 7.c. of this Offering Statement]. 

  Prospective Train’Share buyers should be familiar with the Rules prior to finalizing a Train’Share purchase. [Part III, section 5. a. (1) of this Offering 
Statement] 

  Owners owe annual Journey Use Fees to cover a pro rata share of management and operating costs, which includes reserves for unanticipated 
expenses. [Part III, section 6. of this Offering Statement] 

 

III.     OFFERING STATEMENT TEXT 

1. Train'Share (Timeshare) Plan 

a. Name and Description of Plan 

       The timeshare plan which is the subject of this Offering Statement is the Train'Share Plan, for the use of Cars and to provide the Journeys by Rail as 
contemplated by and pursuant to provisions of the Declaration attached to this Offering Statement as Exhibit “1” which is incorporated herein by reference.  

 There are different kinds of Cars that provide specific types of services such as sleeping accommodations in bedrooms (“Rooms”), dining, lounges and 
combinations of these services. When joined and traveling together the combined services of from two to several different kinds of Cars provide all necessary travel 
services creating a self sufficient Train Set. Some Train Set Cars may have a combination of Rooms, dining and lounge areas. Self sufficient Private Cars (“Private Cars”) 
travel alone or with a Train Set. Cars may be pulled as part of Amtrak trains in the United States, VIA Rail in Canada when related permissions are obtained, other regional 
railroads, and/or by Train’Share locomotives operated by the Developer or Association. 

 This Train’Share Plan includes the sale of Train’Shares on Train Sets and Private Cars. Time Periods not yet sold as Train’Shares are owned by the 
Developer who may sell them as Individual Journeys by Rail; all costs for such Journeys are paid by the Developer, no related expenses are paid by Train’Share Owners 
and all Individual Journey revenue is the property of the Developer.  

 Train’Share Purchasers do not acquire ownership or title in Cars, but rather a right to use and occupy them [See Article I paragraph 3 of the Declaration] for a 
specific period of time. The Developer and/or Association acquires ownership of or rights to Cars for and on behalf of Owners, or may also acquire exclusive use rights of 
Cars pursuant to a Use Rights Agreement [See Part III, Section 7 c. of this Offering Statement].   

Train'Shares provide purchasers with the right to occupy and use Cars during Journeys by Rail in Designated Time Periods having a specific number of 
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Journey Nights during a term of Train’Share ownership [See Part III, Section 3 of this Offering Statement]. Journeys by Rail can also be exchanged for land resort 
vacations and other leisure services through an Exchange Program. 

Continuing changes in the availability of individual types of Cars provides an opportunity for the Developer and/or Association to, from time to time, acquire 
rights to newly obtainable Alternative Cars that will replace existing Cars permanently or on an interim basis because Alternative Cars can offer economic, cost, operational 
and/or Passenger service benefits to Owners, the Developer and/or the Association [See Article VI paragraph 18 of the Declaration]. 

Time Periods normally start and end on Saturday in 48 weeks each year. The other four weeks are for Car maintenance and repositioning. At some future time 
three and four Journey Night Time Periods may be introduced. 

Journey routes may vary from time to time. The current Journey routes are as described on the Internet at www.americantrainvacations.com/routes-and-fares. 
Journey itineraries vary depending on seasons, available special events, Owner interests and access to Amtrak or other locomotives to pull them. Initial Journeys travel 
throughout the United States and into Canada, Eventually, Journeys are expected to be within Canada and Mexico. 

Journeys by Rail may be one way or round trips. Unless otherwise specifically set forth in travel documents, Owners are responsible for their own 
transportation, accommodations and other requirements for travel to and from the place of embarking and disembarking, and for all expenses related thereto. 

Train'Share ownership is evidenced by a Deed of Train'Share Ownership issued by the Association and filed in the Association Registry. 

  Owner rights to reserve a Journey by Rail are subject to the Rules and the requirements for use of a Reservation System, and as otherwise set forth in the 
Declaration and Governing Instruments. Purchasers of Train'Shares should refer to the Rules for information regarding use of Cars and reservation procedures. 

         The purchase of a Train'Share should be based upon its value as a Journey by Rail experience or for spending leisure time, and not considered for purposes of 
acquiring an appreciating investment, or with an expectation that the Train'Share or Journey by Rail may be resold. 

b. Owner Fees, Charges and Apportionment 

  Each Owner pays a pro rata share of the combined total of Association and Car management and operating expenses as an annual Journey Use Fee [See 
Article X paragraph 1 of the Declaration].  

  Journey Use Fee. The Journey Use Fee is an annual or biennial Fee, depending on the type of Train’Share. The amount varies by Room category, during 
Time Periods when special services are provided, and if Owners incur additional or special charges for services not available to all other passengers. The Association, by a 
majority vote of Owners, may change the amount from time to time. Specific items paid for from Journey Use Fees include, but are not limited to, Amtrak and other railroad 
support services, locomotives/trains to pull Cars, track use rights, layover costs at en-route destinations, Car maintenance and repair, Car improvements, all-inclusive on 
board passenger services, reservation services, route planning, security arrangements, related and other Car operating expenses, overall management of Train Set and 
Car operations, Association administration, and other amounts as set forth in or contemplated by the Purchase Agreement and Declaration. Except as otherwise provided 
for in this Agreement, the Developer guarantees that Journey Use Fees will not increase by more than 4% of the preceding year’s Fee through December 31, 2021 
(“Guarantee”). As consideration for the Guarantee, the Developer is not required to pay Journey Use Fees as the Owner of and for unsold Train’Shares, but instead must, 
during the time that such Guarantee exists, pay all Association and Car management expenses and operating costs in excess of the total Journey Use Fees owed by all 
Owners other than the Developer. The Guarantee does not apply to and excludes unforeseen additional charges caused by Amtrak service delays or disruptions, or for 
unusual Amtrak or other railroad support services, if insurance proceeds pay additional costs, or if an Assessment is required to fund Fee increases because of or if 
additional costs occur due to natural disasters, acts of terrorism, strikes, Acts of God, Car accidents , force majeure events, or amounts arising because of extreme unusual 
circumstances as the Association Members may determine by a majority vote. The Developer has the option, in its sole discretion, to extend the Guarantee period for one 
or more continuing additional consecutive years.  

Adjusted Journey Use Fees. Journey Use Fees, before adjustments or revisions, assume that Journey routes are all about the same distance (number of 
miles) with common en-route layover costs or that the cost of more miles on a longer route is offset by a reduced cost from fewer en-route layovers because more 
overnights are on board while traveling; however, if additional or reduced costs for variable route distances and layover factors cause meaningful cost changes the 
Association may make nominal adjustments to the Journey Use Fee for a specific Journey route, upwards or downwards, to fairly represent a pro rata sharing of operating 
costs among all Owners. For example, an adjustment based on increased or reduced mileage is presently about $0.29 (29 cents) per passenger per mile, which is subject 
to minor change. Journey Use Fee adjustments are payable when the Journey Use Fee is paid, or if the Fee has already been paid before an adjustment is recognized, an 
Owner will receive a credit or refund or must pay any additional charge as and at the time Personal Charges for the related Journey are owed.  

                    Revised Journey Use Fees. Journey Use Fee amounts can be revised by the Association during any fiscal year for reasons that arise because of, but are not 
limited to, expense and cost changes related to the permanent or temporary introduction of Additional and/or Alternative Cars, or for other reasons for the benefit of 
Train’Share Owners. Revised Journey Use Fees may be higher or lower than prior existing Journey Use Fees. If a Revised Journey Use Fee is higher than the original 
Journey Use Fee payment of the difference is due as determined by the Association, which may or may not be by adding the increased amount to the following fiscal 
year’s Budget. If the change represents a Fee reduction, a related credit will be applied to the next fiscal year’s Budget. Revised Journey Use Fees shall not exceed the 
original Journey Use Fee by more than 5%. If a Revised Journey Fee represents a Fee increase, such increase is not included in a Developer guarantee related to Fee 
payments, if any. 

  Other Fees and Charges. Other fees and surcharges may include, but are not limited to: (i) Fuel Surcharges, to pay costs in excess of Budget amounts for Car 
generator fuel or to offset unexpected fuel related charges from Amtrak or other railroads; (ii) additional unexpected increased charges from Amtrak or other contracted 
railroads for Car movement/travel and related services; (iii) Personal Charges, not included in Journey Use Fees, to pay additional costs incurred during or related to a 
Journey at the request of specific Owners for extra services, for Journey by Rail route changes, and for other optional on board or off Car activities; (iv) Prime Time 
Surcharges payable for Time Periods 51, 52 or other Time Periods during which significant special events or special operations are requested or required, in amounts 
determined by the Association, to pay related additional costs for special services and programs, preferred routes, entertainment, and Car operations during such Time 
Periods; (v) Previously unknown local, State or Federal taxes calculated for and/or related to individual passengers; (vi) charges and the cost of optional activities while off 
of Car at en-route destinations; and; (vi) other expenses related to specific Owner or passenger Journey by Rail travel that are not presently known, anticipated and/or 
included in Fees. Before disembarking at the end of a Journey by Rail, Owners and all other passengers must pay or have made arrangements to pay Personal Charges or 
other unpaid individual fees and expenses related to a Journey by Rail. 

Payment of Fees. Unless otherwise provided for herein or in Governing Instruments, Train’Share buyers and successor Owners remain responsible for 
payment of Journey Use Fees and other charges or Fees described in this Agreement and the Declaration, whether or not they use related Journeys by Rail or if they 
authorize a Permitted User to use a Journey. All such payments are payable directly to the Association unless otherwise provided for in Governing Instruments, as follows: 
(i) The Journey Use Fee must be paid in full on or before 120 days prior to the first day of an Owner’s Annual or Biennial Designated Time Period or at the time an Early 
Use or other Journey Reservation is confirmed, whichever occurs first; or at such other time as the Association may determine at its sole discretion; (ii) Other fees and 
Surcharges that are known prior to 30 days before a related Journey departure date must be paid prior to departure; (iii) Other fees and Surcharges that arise after 30 days 
and before a related Journey departure date or during a Journey will become and are due when Personal Charges are payable; (iv) Personal Charges are due on or before 
the end of the last day of a related Journey. If there is a conflict between Fee amounts stated in different Governing Instruments, the amounts described in the Rules will 
prevail. 

         Waiver of Journey Use Fee Payment. Owner’s have the option to and if Owners do assign the right to use a single Journey by Rail to the Association at least 
120 days before a Journey’s departure date, the Association shall refund the related Journey Use Fee to Buyer if already paid, be responsible for payment of the Journey 
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Use Fee, have the right to use and/or sell the Journey and retain all related income, and otherwise have the right to dispose of such Journey as the Association determines 
at its sole discretion.  

An Owner has the option to and if an Owner does assign the right to use a single Journey by Rail to the Association at least 120 days before a Journey’s departure date 
(before the 1st day of the related Time Period), the Association shall refund the related Journey Use Fee to the Owner if already paid, be responsible for payment of the 
Journey Use Fee, have the right to use and/or sell the Journey and retain all related income, and otherwise have the right to dispose of such Journey as the Association 
determines at its sole discretion.  

2. Club Memberships and Recreational Leases; Liens Against Train'Shares 

 There are no on board Car or Train Set facilities offered by the Developer that are to be leased or have club memberships associated with them.  

There is a lien or lien right against each Train'Share to secure payment of Assessments and other amounts coming due for the use, maintenance, upkeep and repair 
of Cars. A Train’Share purchaser’s failure to make these payments may result in foreclosure of the lien or termination of their use rights under their Deed and Purchase 
Agreement.  

 3. Term of the Train'Share Plan 

 Train’Share ownership is for an Initial Term of ten years which may be extended by purchasing and Extended Term which converts Train’Share ownership into a 
Perpetual Term, or for a Perpetual Term that can be purchased instead of an Initial Term. A Perpetual term is for the life of Cars, which can exceed 50 years given 
adequate maintenance (Cars built over 50 years ago are still operational). If Journeys by Rail are used in advance [See Article VI paragraph 12 of the Declaration] the 
duration of Initial Term Train’Share ownership could decrease.  

4. Managing Entities; Judgments and Pending Lawsuits 

           a. The Developer, Association and Management Companies 

 The Developer is America’s Trains Inc., a Wyoming corporation. The CEO and principal directing the development and sale of Train'Shares is Barry Jones who 
has been extensively involved in travel-related businesses for 40 years. 

  The Association is Train'Shares Owner's Association, Inc., a not for profit organization in which all Owners automatically become members. It is managed by a 
managing agent (“Managing Agent”). By its present control of the Association and therefore its Board, the Developer has the power to appoint a Managing Entity of its 
choice. The Managing Agent is presently the Developer who may at its option establish a separate company to perform related duties. Different unique characteristics of 
train timesharing and related Car operations and services create functions that the Developer is alone able to fully provide, at this time. The Managing Agent is paid a 
relatively nominal fixed amount plus a fee based on the number of sold Train’Shares which included in the Budget and paid from Journey Use Fees.  

b. Judgments and Pending Lawsuits 

There are no judgments against the Developer, the Association, or any related entity which affect title to a Train'Share or rights to use Cars or that materially 
affect the rights or obligations of Owners, nor is there any litigation pending which might result in such a judgment. 

  For the protection of the Owners’ Association and Owners, jointly and severally, to avoid interference with the timely operation of Cars, to protect the integrity 
of Cars, to avoid disruption of Journey by Rail schedules and operations, and in consideration of like waivers from all other Owners, Train'Share buyers expressly and 
irrevocably waive any and all rights, in equity and law, to make a claim of any kind or type against Cars (“Prohibited Claim”). In the event that, contrary to the preceding 
provisions, a buyer and/or a Permitted User authorized by a buyer asserts a Prohibited Claim, they shall be personally responsible for all legal and other costs associated 
with the assertion of such claim, and the party making such claim shall be required to acquire and provide a cash bond equal to the value of all sold Train'Shares, which 
shall be an amount equal to the combined published retail sale price established by the Developer for all such Train'Shares. This waiver of rights does not limit a buyer’s 
right to assert claims against the Developer for misrepresentations or breach of any obligations under this Agreement or other Governing Instruments. 

  Train'Share purchasers must consent to the jurisdiction of the laws of the State of Texas, as provided for in the Train’Share Purchase Agreement. 

5. Cars 

a. Accommodations and Facilities, Cars 

  Railroad Car ownership is evidenced by a bill of sale. 

          Individual Train Set Cars include sleeping Cars with up to six bedrooms, and dining, lounge or other Cars having from none to three bedrooms, each with a full 
private bathroom (with shower). Bedrooms have accommodations for either a single Passenger, two Passengers sharing a large bed, two passengers with a twin bed, and 
three passengers with two sharing a large bed and a third using a convertible sofa single bed. Private Cars have two or three bedrooms with normal accommodations for 
up to six Passengers, two in each bedroom sharing a large or with two twin beds; two additional Passengers may be accommodated on a convertible sofa sleeper. 

  Cars are identified by former and newly given names which are US State flowers.  

 Car and operating fire detection, safety systems, procedures and equipment comply with US Federal Railroad Administration, US Surface Transportation 
Board and Amtrak regulations and operating specifications.  

  Within a few years about 42 Train Set Cars with 175 bedrooms, and seven self sufficient Private Cars with two or three bedrooms each are expected to be in 
service. Up to 14 additional recreational and display Cars will also start service. 

         A Train Set is a self sufficient group of two or more Cars that together offer all necessary train travel amenities and vacation facilities. Varying interests of 
different Passengers and the number of Passengers wanting a specific Journey by Rail might not be best served if a Train Set had to travel with the same Cars and 
capacities at all times. Therefore, because they consist of different types of Cars having different capabilities, Train Set Car configurations may vary to best serve 
Passenger needs by switching to different, more suitable Cars; the Developer and Association have the right to replace any Train Set Car at any time. 

  Each Train'Share entitles the Owner to use a specific Assigned Room Category during a Designated Time Period(s), although a different available Time Period 
can be used. Information about present Train Set and Private Cars in which Train’Shares are being offered for sale are referred to in Exhibit “5” attached hereto. 

         The maximum number of Passengers that will use on board facilities may range from up to six or in some cases a maximum of eight in a Private Car and 
between about 14 up to about forty-six (46) in a Train Set. When a Room can accommodate more than two persons, this number may increase. Common recreational 
areas may be used by all passengers.  

           Until the Conversion Date, facilities on and Car amenities may be expanded, changed or added by the Developer without the consent of Train'Share Owners 
or the Association. In this event no related increase in Journey Use Fees will occur. 

         There are no Passenger age restrictions except that Cars do not cater to and there are no amenities designed for children and Passengers must be or be 
traveling with a Passenger that is at least 21 years old. 

(1) Restrictions on Use 

   Journey by Rail reservations are made through either the Association’s reservation system, or an Association approved reservation system provided by 
a qualified supplier pursuant to a related management contract, which may be controlled by the Developer. The Reservation System and related procedures may be 
amended by the Association from time to time. 

   Owners who fail to make a Reservation before 90 days prior to their Designated Time Period may lose Designated Time Periods rights, or who fail to 
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subsequently make a reservation during a different available time before 14 days prior to their Designated Time Period may lose rights to the related Journey. To hold 
rights to a Designated Time Period, Owners must make Reservations at least 90 days prior to the start of a respective Designated Time Period. Otherwise, an Owner can 
lose Designated Time Period rights which shall automatically be deposited into the Space Available List. In this event, an Owner can subsequently request a Reservation 
for a comparable Journey by Rail during any other available Time Period (if there are any) up to and including 15 days before the first day of the related Designated Time 
Period occurs. If an Owner does not make a reservation prior to 14 days before the start of a Designated Time Period (“Use Date”), the Association has the right but no 
obligation to Reserve and use any Owner Journey for which no Reservation has been made as the Association determines at its sole discretion, in which event the 
Association shall pay or reimburse the Owner an amount equal to 50% of the Journey use Fee [See Article VII, paragraph 16 of the Declaration].  

   If a Reservation is made using an independent system, Owners should consult related instructions to become familiar with Reservation procedures. 

   If an Owner Reserves a Train'Share Journey by Rail that includes a Room Category that had a purchase price exceeding the price of such Owner's 
Assigned Room Category, the Owner must pay an upgrade fee in an amount to be determined by the Association. 

   Reservations for Journeys by Rail from the Space Available List are confirmed based on availability of Rooms and Time Periods. The Association shall 
make reasonable efforts to provide earliest confirmation of reservations for Journeys by Rail on the Space Available List. The Developer and/or Association may, at their 
discretion, elect to rent or otherwise use Journeys by Rail on the Space Available List that remain unreserved within 14 days of a Journey by Rail departure date, in 
accordance with Purchase Agreement and Declaration provisions. 

   Article VII of the Declaration sets forth general use restrictions intended to protect Cars and avoid disturbance of Passengers.  

The Board has the right to promulgate and revise the Rules in order to establish procedures for and to control the use and occupancy of Cars.  

                             Pets may or may not be permitted on Cars except for animals that assist people with disabilities and they must first be approved in writing by the Board. 
Small dogs that weigh less than 10 pounds may be permitted with the prior approval of the Association on an individual per Journey basis when a non refundable pet 
deposit of $300.00 is paid, if the passenger agrees to keep the dog out of public areas in Cars and assumes responsibility to pay any extra expense incurred to clean or 
make repairs to damage caused by the dog.   

Because of original construction design limitations, Cars do not provide typical wheel chair access. 

                    Passengers under the age of 21 years must be accompanied by someone that is at least 21 years old. No alcohol may be consumed by persons under 
age 21. 

   Terms of carriage, Journey by Rail route and other changes, cancellation conditions, Passenger rights, restrictions and obligations and other issues are 
described in the Rules and related Terms and Conditions attached to this Offering Statement as Exhibit “3”. Prospective Train’Share buyers should be familiar with the 
Rules prior to finalizing a Train’Share purchase.  

   Journey by Rail routes may change from time to time. If necessary, Cars will normally be repositioned during four annual Maintenance Time Periods. In 
the event that the Association determines, at its sole discretion, that repositioning of a Car has to occur during any other Time Period, the Association shall do everything 
reasonably possible to ensure that minimal disruption and inconvenience occurs for Owners of Designated Time Periods that are used for repositioning. [See Article II of 
the Declaration, “Other Time Periods”] 

(2) Lock-Out Provisions 

   Journey Use Fess are due no later than 120 days prior to an Owner’s Designated Time Period, or at the time an Early Use or other Journey by Rail is 
reserved, whichever occurs first. A confirmed Reservation may be terminated in the event the full Journey Use Fee is not paid by the required time.  

   At any time after ten days following the occurrence of an Owner being in default of Fee payments or any other payment requirement described in the 
Governing Instruments, the Association or any authorized representative can make a written demand to the defaulting Owner for payment. The demand shall state the date 
and amount of the delinquency with respect to which the Owner is in default. Without limiting the Association’s other rights of recourse as provided for in the Declaration, in 
the event that a written demand is made to a defaulting Owner for payment, the Association may suspend the right of an Owner and his Permitted Users to use a Journey 
by Rail and occupy Cars and Rooms and the right of such Owner to participate in any vote or other determination as a Member of the Association until the delinquent 
amount is received. If such suspension is based on the failure of an Owner to pay Fees, Personal Charges or any other amount(s) payable when due pursuant to the 
provisions of the Declaration, the suspended privileges of such Owner shall be reinstated automatically at such time as the Owner shall have paid to the Association all 
amounts past-due as of the date of reinstatement, together with accrued and unpaid interest, late charges and other monetary penalties imposed, as provided for in the 
Declaration. If such delinquent amounts are not received within 30 days of demand, the Association may send a second demand. If such delinquent amounts are not 
received within 30 days of the second demand, the Association may terminate ownership of the use rights attributable to the Train'Share under this Agreement and the 
corresponding Deed of Train'Share Ownership may be cancelled without further notice. 

b. Completion of Car Construction and Phasing 

         Because a Train’Share buyer’s Designated Time period can be more than five months after the date of purchase, during which time related Car acquisition and 
improvements can be finalized, Company business Strategy includes delaying final improvement of some Cars until desired future occupancy has been confirmed by 
demand, as evidenced by the number of passengers coming from final or pending Pre-op Train’Share Sales combined with passengers that purchase Individual Journeys 
by Rail. This Strategy avoids the cost of producing surplus Inventory and possible unused Passenger capacity, which enhances the ability to lower Train’Share prices and 
eliminates the need for earlier payment of annual Journey Use Fees. Related and sufficient Cars are expected to be available for use before but no later than six months 
after a sale is closed; but, required capacity in alternative Cars may be available immediately or sooner. Whether required or not, a portion of Pre-op Train’Share Sales 
revenue equal to twice the amount needed, pro rated among all related Train’Share buyers, is presently held for the explicit purpose of finalizing completion of Cars and 
related passenger capacity that is sufficient to accommodate Pre-op Train’Share buyers. In the improbable event that an intended Car is not available by the required time, 
related passengers may be transferred to different Cars, or an alternative Car that is temporarily available.  

          Until improvements on Car(s) are completed, if and to the extent that purchase price amounts paid by Pre-op Sale buyers have been used to pay the cost of 
Car(s), these Car(s) shall serve as collateral to secure repayment of amounts paid by such Pre-op Sale buyers in the unlikely event that an eventual liquidation of Cars is 
necessary. 

          The Passenger capacity of a Train Set is spread among multiple Train Set Cars and may vary by season and for other reasons. To maintain an optimum 
economic position and provide Owners with favorable Journeys, the number of Cars in Train Sets can be increased or decreased as determined by the Developer or 
Association.  

       A total of 42 Train Set Cars with 175 bedrooms will provide 8,400 Train’Shares (175 bedrooms X 48 annual Time Periods) within a few years. If not used for 
other purposes, some additional bedrooms on Private Cars may also be sold as Train’Shares.       

c. Recreational Facilities 

   On Board Recreation - Apart from dining and beverage services, recreational facilities on Cars are limited to an enjoyable variety of social, learning, 
musical, light recreational, participation and non participation activities. Recreational facilities may vary by Car and Train Set. An Activity Car dedicated to more significant 
forms of entertainment may travel with a Train Set. Additional charges may apply for Activity Car services. 

           Activities at En-route Destinations - Various Tracks to Adventure™, recreational, sightseeing, educational, other tour activities and things to do are 
available at en-route Journey destinations. 
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          Additional Recreational Activities - Recreational facilities may be expanded, changed or added by the Developer or Association without the consent of 
Owners. 

  d. Financial Arrangements for Promised Improvements 

      No additional improvements are required for occupancy of Rooms on operational Cars during Owner Designated Time Periods and none are promised.  

e. Insurance 

             The Association shall obtain and maintain adequate casualty, loss, damage, liability and other insurance for Cars, with minimal deductibles up to the cost of an 
equivalent replacement Car, as provided for in Article XIII of the Declaration. The Association may also acquire errors and omissions insurance on behalf of Directors, 
Officers, its agents and managers. The cost of insurance obtained and maintained by the Association is paid from Journey Use Fees and is included in the Budget. No 
other insurance has been obtained for Owners. Owners have the option of purchasing typical Journey by Rail related travel insurance available from independent agents. 

                    Until such time as ownership of a Train’Share terminates, Owners have a Pro Rata Lien against net insurance proceeds for Cars and a Pro Rata Lien claim to 
any and all assets or valuable benefits held by the Train’Share Owner’s Association or being distributed to all Owners by the Association, including the net worth of Cars. A 
buyer’s Pro Rata Lien shall be equal to the buyer’s Owner Percent Right. Owner Percent Rights are calculated by comparing the percentage that an Owner’s Individual 
Remaining Journey Nights are of the total of all Individual Remaining Journey Nights for all Owners. For this purpose and although Train Set Cars may be expected to 
operate for a longer period of time, a Perpetual Term is assumed to be for 50 years. Pro Rata Liens and claims are subordinate to the rights of any person or entity in the 
amount and to the extent that such person or entity has provided funds that have not yet been repaid, pursuant to respective agreements, for the provision, acquisition and 
or improvement of Cars, including Car lessors, charterers, lien holders, mortgagees, stock investors, commercial lenders, Pre-op Train’Share Sales buyers, and the 
Developer or its assign(s) regarding any portion of the Train’Share Purchase price that has not yet been received by the Developer. 

            f. Disclosures Regarding Property  

 The Train'Share Plan is for the offering of timeshares (“Train’Shares”) in a rail/train Cars. Except that Cars move as part of a train and include equipment and 
facilities associated with passenger train Cars, there are no unusual or material features of Cars as timeshare properties other than those set forth elsewhere in this 
Offering Statement.  Except as may be included in optional activities off of Trains Sets and Cars, purchased by Owners at their sole discretion, no real estate property is 
available for use by the Owners or Association. 

  There may be inherent risks in purchasing a Train'Share because the Cars and facilities to be enjoyed by purchasers are located in and may travel to different 
states and countries governed by many different jurisdictions. Specifically, management and operational issues may need to be addressed and are managed by the 
Developer or Association in the jurisdictions in which Cars operate.  

g. Description of Developer Financing 

          The Developer may or may not offer financing to Train'Share buyers and may suggest financing sources in which the Developer has no financial interest. 

h. Control of Association, Votes 

           All Owners become Members of the Association with voting rights pursuant to provisions of the Declaration and Bylaws, including the Developer for unsold 
Train’Shares. The Association has two classes of voting membership, A and B as follows: Class A Members that consist of all Owners of Train'Shares except the 
Developer and Class B Members that shall be the Developer or its assign(s). Class A Members shall be entitled to one vote for each Journey Night included in such 
Member’s Train'Share(s). Class B Members shall be entitled to four votes for each Journey Night included in such Member’s Train'Share(s) until the Conversion Date. After 
the Conversion Date, Class B Members shall be entitled to one vote for each Journey Night included in such Member’s Train’Share(s) [See Article XI, paragraph 3 of the 
Declaration]. If Train’Share ownership is transferred or a change in the designated voter is required, all Owners of a respective Train’Share must file a voting certificate with 
the Association, in accordance with the Bylaws, setting forth the name of the Owner that is designated to cast the vote(s) for that Train’Share. The Developer is entitled to 
votes for all Train’Shares that have not been sold and for which no Deed has yet been issued and to vote for all Train’Shares which the Developer subsequently acquires 
or reacquires. 

The Developer has the votes necessary to retain control of the Owner’s Association after a majority of Train'Shares has been sold until the Conversion Date.  

6. Budget, Dues and Fees 

Owners must pay annual Journey Use Fees that are used to pay Association management and Car operating expenses. 

The Association’s estimated Operating Budget and current Journey Use Fees are attached to this Offering Statement as Exhibit “4”, and incorporated herein 
by reference. The Budget includes funds for deferred maintenance, in addition to reserve amounts included in and not specifically separated from line item costs. 

7. Purchase, Ownership and Disposition of Train’Shares 

a. Purchasers’ Right of Cancellation 

  After signing the Purchase Agreement and being given access to or receiving the Declaration, Bylaws and Rules, whichever occurs last, potential buyers can 
cancel the Agreement within the Waiting Period set forth in Section 1A of the Agreement by notifying the Developer of the intent to cancel before the end of the Waiting 
Period in writing delivered in the manner described in Section 28(a) of the Agreement. The cancellation shall be effective on the date that Developer first receives a notice 
of cancellation. Any attempt to obtain a waiver of these cancellation rights is void and of no effect. Although all closing documents may be executed in advance, a closing 
date before the expiration of the Waiting Period is prohibited. 

  Purchase money deposits shall be deposited into a Train’Share Holding/Escrow Account as described in the Purchase Agreement and will be held in such Account 
until the Closing Date or until a refund is paid to a respective buyer. 

b. Total Financial Obligation of the Purchaser.  

As set forth in the Purchase Agreement, in addition to the Purchase Price Train'Share buyers must pay a single Closing Cost to cover closing expenses 
associated with the sale/purchase of a Train’Share, including, but not limited to, Deed issuance, ownership registration, contract finalization, applicable sales tax (if any), 
other ownership conveyance and related administrative and management costs in the amount set forth in the Purchase Agreement. Train’Shares are not real property. 
They are personal property and no additional Train'Share ownership title opinion or insurance costs. 

           (1) Mandatory financial obligations of Owners: 

                             Journey Use Fees, including adjustments and revisions. Journey Use Fees can be waived and don’t have to be paid during a specific year(s) if an Owner 
does not use a Journey and instead gives it to the Association [See Article X paragraph 1 of the Declaration]. 

(2) Optional Fees and other non mandatory charges include:  

                             Journey Fees [See Part I, of this Offering Statement, “Journey Fees”]. 
                             Exchange Program fees if Owners exchange Journeys of vacations using the Exchange Program [See Article IV paragraph 3 of the Declaration]. 
                             A Guest Fee for additional Passengers in a Cabin or Private Car, if any. 

         Personal Charges for optional goods and services, if any. 
                             Fuel surcharge, if any [See Article II, and X paragraph 5 of the Declaration]. 
                             Special Assessments to pay for unexpected costs not included in Journey Use Fees [See Article X paragraph 11 of the Declaration], if any.                          

Reasonable sundry fees for individual services requested or caused by Owners, including: Administrative Late Fees for late payment of due amounts; 
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Certificate of Status Fees, regarding status payments and Train’Share ownership; Guest Fees for extra Room Passengers; Internal Transfer Fees for 
changing Journey Time Periods and otherwise; Owner Deed replacement Fees; Reservations Fees for changes and special arrangements; Room 
Upgrade Fees; Service Fees for optional extra and special services.                             

The Association has the right to alter, amend, add and make reasonable changes to Journey Use Fees [See Article X paragraph 1 of the Declaration] and 
amounts charged to Owners for services acquired at their individual option, including Journey Fees. As a separate entity, an Exchange Company has the right to alter, 
amend or add exchange company charges for which Owners are responsible. The Developer has the right to change Closing Costs up to the time that a Purchase 
Agreement is signed by an Owner. 

c. Status of Title to Underlying Personal Property 

          Train'Share purchasers do not acquire ownership or title in Cars, but instead acquire a right to use and occupy Cars [See Article I paragraph 3 of the 
Declaration] during specific Time Periods. As a fiduciary for Train'Share Owners, the Association acquires title or exclusive rights to and for the possession, use, access, 
operation and control of Cars.  

          In the unlikely event that Association assets, including Cars, are subject to liquidation proceedings, Owners have rights to net proceeds subject to prior rights 
of Car lessors, charterers, lien holders, mortgagees, the Developer or its assign(s) as to any portion of the Train’Share Purchase Price that has not yet been received by 
the Developer, which may include some Train’Share Owners pursuant to related specific written agreements.  

  Ownership of different Cars may be held by the Association or other entities, which may include the Developer or Developer principals and managers. The 
Association has unlimited rights to use Cars as an owner or pursuant to Car Use Rights Agreements, and holds such ownership and rights for and on behalf of Owners as 
their fiduciary. There may be mortgage liens against a Car, which are owed and payable by the Developer; Owners and the Association shall have no related liability or 
obligation to pay such mortgages. The Developer holds a sufficient portion of Train’Share sales revenue for the specific purpose of paying the full cost of acquiring and 
improving Cars, and paying mortgages (if any).  

         For the purpose of providing improved Journey by Rail services, the Developer or the Association have the right to replace any Car with an Alternative Car so 
long as the Alternative Car has equal or better characteristics compared to the Car it is replacing and only if the rights and obligations of Owners are not changed.  

  There are presently none and the Developer and Association will continue to use their best efforts to prevent liens, defects, judgments, mortgages or other 
encumbrance that will limit Owner rights to use and occupy Cars. There are no limitations, risks or restrictions that have an effect on the availability of Cars to Owners 
during Designated Time Periods except for those attached to normal operations of trains and rail Cars, and as described in this Offering Statement. 

Provided that an Owner is not in default of Journey Use Fees, Personal Charge payments, or other Owner obligations established by the Agreement and the 
Declaration, during the term of Train’Share ownership Owners have and shall retain their rights to use and access Cars. Such rights prevail and shall not be changed as 
provided for in Non-Disturbance provisions set forth in the Declaration. [See Article V paragraph 6 of the Declaration]. 

                   The Association has established Rules governing day to day use of Cars. These documents may be amended from time to time. The current version of the 
Rules are attached to this Offering Statement as Exhibit “3”. 

d. Restrictions Upon Rental and Resale 

The sale, rental, lease or transfer of Train'Shares and Owner Journeys is not restricted or controlled, unless otherwise stated herein and in the Agreement, 
Declaration and Rules. 

Owners have the right to sell, assign or transfer ownership in a Train'Share pursuant to provisions of the Declaration. Prior to the assignment or transfer of 
ownership, all amounts owed to the Developer for the purchase of a Train’Share and to the Association as provided for in the Governing Instruments including any 
administrative transfer fees, must be paid. Otherwise, the approval of the Association is not required. 

Train'Shares are sold for personal use and enjoyment. They should not be purchased with any expectation of achieving resale or rental income, as an 
investment opportunity, for capital appreciation, tax benefit or other financial return or valuable benefit. However, if an Owner’s use of a Room and Car is not a commercial 
business, Owners can rent their Train'Share Journeys.  

The Developer may sell or utilize its unsold Train'Shares for commercial business purposes. 

e. Purchasers’ Right to a Refund 

          Pursuant to a related agreement and after using at least one Journey by Rail, Train’Share Owners have the right to sell their Train’Share back to the 
Developer by giving notice to the Developer within the 15 day period immediately following Buyer’s first or any subsequent annual Designated Time Period. The 
repurchase price will be the same as the Purchase Price after adjustment paid by an Owner less the value of Individual Journeys used by the Owner, calculated as the 
lowest published amount on the Developer’s Routes & Fares web site page for the related Room Category during the Time Periods when Journeys were used. 

          Buyers have a right to a full refund within the Waiting Period [Section 2 of the Purchase Agreement] or if the Developer does not accept a Purchase 
Agreement [Section 35 of the Purchase Agreement]. 

         If an Owner or the Owner’s Permitted User is unable to take a Journey during the Designated Time Period in the Initial Journey by Rail Year because 
accommodations on a Car are not available for any reason, the Owner has certain rights for a full refund [Section 21 of the Purchase Agreement]. 

          Train’Share Owners have the right to a refund if Journeys are no longer available [Section 6(F) of the Purchase Agreement]. 

8. Exchange Program Opportunities 

The Train'Share Plan allows Owners to participate in an external Exchange Program offered by RCI (Resorts Condominiums International), an independent 
timeshare vacation exchange company. If a Train'Share purchaser desires to participate in an Exchange Program, an initial membership fee may be required. Membership 
in an Exchange Program is at the option and expense of Owners except that the Developer, at its sole option, may automatically enroll and pay a purchaser’s initial 
membership fee after a Train’Share purchase closes.  

Although the Developer may enter into a multi-year Exchange Program agreement with respect to offering exchange services, the Developer reserves the 
right, in its sole discretion, to change Train’Share affiliation with or to add another exchange company at a future date, or to change from or to an exchange points, vacation 
club or other system. Any such change shall not be considered to be a material change in the relationship between the Developer and Owners. Any exchange shall be at 
the sole option of Owners and is subject to the Exchange Company’s rules, regulations, terms, and other restrictions (including transaction fees) which they may set from 
time to time. 

No joint venture, partnership or contract of agency exists between an Exchange Program company and the Developer or Association; however, the Developer 
and Association may be a party to an agreement through which the Developer submits applications on behalf of Train'Share buyers to become members of an Exchange 
Program. An Exchange Company's responsibility is limited to representations made in materials supplied by them. While it is anticipated that the Developer and any 
Exchange Company will maintain an ongoing relationship, there is no assurance that an agreement between them will continue. Similarly, the Exchange Company makes 
any representations as to the continued viability of the Train'Share project. A decision to purchase a Train’Share should be based primarily on the benefits to be gained 
from ownership and use of Train'Share vacation interests, not on the Exchange Program. 
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Exhibit 1 

Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (“Declaration”) 
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Exhibit 2 

Association By-Laws (“Bylaws”) 
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Exhibit 3 

Rules, Terms and Conditions (“Rules”) 
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Cars, end of year 7

Administration

Accounting $25,200

Communications $6,125

Insurance, general business $2,700

Legal, general $3,890

Management Fee $24,579

Other $1,800

Personnel
Manager $42,000
Assistant $5,775

Rent $7,600

Supplies $1,490

Travel $2,850

Utilities $1,260

Amtrak, fees, general $6,000

Insurance, Cars, operations $48,033

Reserve $7,172
Total Administration $186,475
Operations

Car movement, management, miscellaneous $41,000

Car wash $10,763

Crew, Operations Manager $90,000

Fuel, generator
Electrical, off train $14,760

Garbage disposal $49,200

Layover services, general $24,600

Mileage, 1st Car $201,216
Mileage, Additional Cars $264,000

Other $41,000

Parking $246,000

Repairs, maintenance, improvements
Inspections $1,708
Maintenance, repairs, mechaincal $410,000
Maintenance, repairs, interior $170,833
Repairs, miscellaneous $41,000

Supplies, general $4,100

Support services, other $3,280

Switching $307,200

Travel
Waste tank service $92,610

Water, tank maintenance $7,510

Reserve $130,000
Total Operations $2,150,780
Passenger Services

Activities, off Car $37,548
Beverages, alcoholic $45,058
Communications $3,420
Dining, on board, food cost $187,740
Entertainment, on board $179,200
Hotel supplies, linens, bath amenities

Bath supplies $12,516
Linens, towels, laundry $75,096
Room gifts $2,980

Other $15,019
Transportation, passenger shuttle $192,000
Personnel

Attire $8,400
Crew dining, food cost $37,044
Passenger Service Manager $90,000

On board crew $640,000
Off Car, cleaning support $38,400
Other $118,224
Personnel/crew benefits $103,166
Training $4,000
Travel $5,400

Reservations $26,900
Security $69,120
Reserve $75,649
Total Passenger Services $907,638
Total Expenses $3,244,893
Total Income $857,124
Net Expenses $2,387,769
Cost Per Journey $4,006

Journey Use Fees

Grande Master Deluxe Double Duplex Exclusive
Suite Suite Double Upper/Lower Single Suite Private Car

$4,135 $4,044 $4,044 $3,998 $3,161 $7,997 $22,599

Exhibit 4 

Estimated Budget (“Budget”) and Fees – Year 1 

Year 1 includes expense allocations influenced by early growth factors that may increase per Car 
and per Journey costs. Continuing growth in following years is expected to allow some fixed 
expenses to be spread over more Cars and Journeys, which may reduce the Cost Per Journey 
and related Journey Use Fees. 

Normal Journey Use Fees are due 120 days prior to the first day of an Owner’s Designated Time 
Period, when the Early Use of a Journey by Rail occurs, or when a reservation is confirmed at an 
earlier date, whichever happens first.  
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Exhibit 5 

Description of Cars 

 

  To better provide immediate current information about the frequently increasing and changing number and type of Cars and the related number of Rooms, 
routes and other Car and Journey by Rail travel facts, such information is and will be as described on web site pages at www.americantrainvacations/carstrains.html (“Web 
Site”). For this purpose, this and related Web Site pages, as they may be revised from time to time, are hereby made a part of the Offering Statement by reference.  

Additional and written details regarding Car information are available from the Developer on request. 

 

http://www.americantrainvacations/carstrains.html

